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Dear Hon Justice Rachael Pepper.
My name is Jason Trevers I gave a presentation to your panel in Alice Springs from Aloha Therapeutic Massage. After meeting with you and your panel I was given hope seeing that you where a truly
independent enquiry it did not seem feasible that you could ignore the evidence madness and the true risks that this industry pose. Though seeing the fracking pipeline going through while the moratorium is
in place is very unsettling. It was brought to my attention of your appointment of ACIL Allen as economist for the panel. This is another concern as he has heavy links and associations with the mining industry
I could imagine that he has a perspective and views data through a filter that is formed from his past experience. He would have a vastly different position than say Rod Campbell from The Australian
Institute. At the end of my presentation as I got shown the red flag I was about to mention that Norway Taxes mining companies at 78% and companies still tender new contracts on this reduced profit
margin. In Norway they see that the gas and oil belongs to the people and the people should benefit. Money from the mining tax is put into a trillion dollar trust fund that the interest supports one of the best
health and welfare systems in the world. In contrast our government is rolling out the red carpet giving our resources away offering tax pays money to pay for their application process costs and offering to
build roads and infrastructure for them. Many of the big companies making millions or billions in profit will pay zero tax for decades. In America when oil prices fell they where loosing $10 per barrel due to
the high costs of fracking infrastructure and labour. I am not an economist but I understand that price is influenced by supply and demand. The world is producing more gas than it ever has supply is massive.
Demand is growing but dose it not make more economic sense to wait for 30 -50 years for the other current supply markets to dry up then the value will go through the roof as supply drops and technologies
advance.  
I question as to how to trust Allens economic input is not coming from his pro mining back ground a his conflict of interest. I have heard politicians say the best way to lie is use selective facts figures and data.
Regards and best wishes from Jason Trevers.

"NT fracking economics report could be marred with conflict of interest
The announcement that ACIL Allen is the successful tenderer for the Economic report to the NT Fracking Inquiry has drawn criticism and concern due to a perceived conflict of interest over its major
clients in the oil and gas sector.
The independence of the NT Fracking Inquiry could be jeopardized by economic analysis by ACIL Allen, said Naomi Hogan of Lock the Gate.
ACIL Allen has a long list of mining and gas companies for clients, including Jemena, a key advocate of fracking in the Territory. Clearly there is huge potential for a conflict of interest here.
ACIL Allen is no innocent economic bystander - they have a history of aggressive economic claims to push the gas fracking industry.
Most recently, fracking giant Santos used ACIL Allen to push through the economic rationale for their 850 well coal seam gas project in NSW. An assessment of their modelling reveals that ACIL Allen
ignored financial and environmental costs to exaggerate the economic value of their client’s project.
Gas company AGL commissioned ACIL Allen to write a 2014 report pushing for increased coal seam gas development across NSW.
“The Fracking Inquiry should reconsider the engagement of ACIL Allen to do the review, as the community can have no confidence whatsoever in its independence,” she said.
Rod Campbell, Research Director of the Australia Institute added, “ACIL Allen has a track record of overstating expected tax revenues of their client’s projects,” he said.
In 2015 ACIL Allen estimated Chevron’s gas projects would generate tax revenues of $355 billion. Chevron now says it will pay between $60-$140 billion, but will not begin paying for decades.
If Territorians are going to have any faith in this economic analysis then the Fracking Inquiry must ensure there is a transparent process around this report. There must be a multi-stakeholder panel that
oversees the economic modelling assumptions that ACIL Allen use.
“Without this oversight the fox is guarding the henhouse of the NT’s gas and water resources.
“The community must be able to see and provide feedback on the economic model assumptions that ACIL Allen is using to create their projections,” he said.
Talk soon

Jesse Hancock

From:
on behalf of fracking inquiry <fracking.inquiry@nt.gov.au>
Sent: Thursday May 11 2017 11 45 PM
To: Jason trevers
Cc: fracking inquiry
Subject: RE Info from Jason Trevers @ Aloha Therapeuric massage.
Good morning Mr Trevers
Thank you for providing the below links to the Scientific Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing. Please advise if the link below should have a corresponding attachment?
Thank you

file ///C /Users/jason/Documents/fracking%20folder/Poisoning%20the%20Well%20%20How%20the%20Feds%20Let%20Industry%20Pollute%20the%20Nation s%20Underground%20Water%20Supply%20%20ProPublica.htm

Regards
Hydraulic Fracturing Inquiry
e  ... fracking inquiry@nt gov au
w ... https://frackinginquiry.nt.gov.au/

Confidentiality and Disclaimer Statement
Use or transm ttal of the information in this email other than for authorised NT Government business purposes may constitute misconduct under the NT Public Sector Code of Conduct and could potentially be an offence under the NT Criminal Code. If you are not the
intended recipient, any use, disclosure or copying of this message or any attachments is unauthorised. If you have received this document in error, please advise the sender. No representation is given that attached files are free from viruses or other defects. Scanning for
viruses is recommended.

From: Jason trevers
]
Sent: Monday 3 April 2017 11 54 PM
To: fracking inquiry <fracking.inquiry@nt.gov.au>
Subject: Info from Jason Trevers @ Aloha Therapeuric massage.

Dear Rachael Pepper and respected members of the panel thank you for your time and energy that you are putting into this vital work. Your approach to be truly independent and make an effort to engage
with the community has given us a sense of hope. Though the prospect of having the Jemmina pipeline being given a green light feels like this enquiry is being undermined. Here are a w links that I based my
presentation on or have found relevant and informative.
As you are a Science based inquiry this talk is valuable a great presentation by a engineer that has deep knowledge of Shale fracking process a little less industry bias as the explanation given in the public
meeting.
https //www.youtube.com/watch?v mSWmXpEkEPg

Dr. Ingraffea Facts on Fracking
www.youtube.com

by Scott Cannon Lecture; Dr. Anthony Ingraffea, The Facts On Fracking, March 23, 2011 by Kristian Boose .Cornell University professor Anthony Ingraffea
spoke...

https //www.youtube.com/watch?v ZEM3y79kYJg

LEAKING FRACK WELLS ARE A 100% CERTAINTY
www.youtube.com

Instead of reinventing the wheel it could save time and be a valuable resource to see what the European Comission into Fracking came up with.
file ///C /Users/jason/Documents/fracking%20folder/european%20commission%20fracking%20study.pdf
I have tried to find the video of the family in Queensland that got sick living near fracking my wife mother and friends remember seeing the video but we have been unable to fing it it is a constant problem
that relevant usfull information disappears off the internet. Where eveidence is found of an incident environmentally or health wise the people involved are compensated but silenced signing contracts not to
talk about it. Here is some other stuff I found.
http //america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/4/23/texas-fracking-lawsuit.html
https //www.youtube.com/watch?v ZowX4KWKVf0
A very well put together
https //www.youtube.com/watch?v XrE7LzZCn1E

Fractured Country - An Unconventional Invasion
www.youtube.com
Fractured Country: an Unconventional Invasion' is a new film from Lock the Gate Alliance (Australia) about the risks to communities from nvasive gasfields. This
is ...

Children Sick - Effects of Coal Seam Gas - Tara Queensland
www.youtube.com
An interview with a very sick family living in Wieanbilla, Queensland - 1.1km from a Coal Seam Gas well. Symptoms Include: - Constant Severe Headaches Severe ...

Texas jury awards $3M to family for illnesses related to ...
america.aljazeera.com
A Texas jury has awarded nearly $3 m llion to a family for illnesses they suffered from exposure to contaminated groundwater, solid toxic waste and airborne
chemicals ...

Diesel used in Fracking illegally
https //www.propublica.org/article/drillers-illegally-using-diesel-fuel-to-frack

http //www.allenstewart.com/practice-areas/gas-property-damage/chemicals-used-in-fracking/

Chemicals Used in Fracking - Allen Stewart P.C.
www.allenstewart.com

Fracking fluids are complex mixtures of chemicals, water, and sand that are unique to each company. Like Colonel Sanders’ 11 secret herbs and spices, the makeup of ...

file ///C /Users/jason/Documents/fracking%20folder/Poisoning%20the%20Well%20%20How%20the%20Feds%20Let%20Industry%20Pollute%20the%20Nation s%20Underground%20Water%20Supply%20
%20ProPublica.htm

The industry no matter how well regulated can not stop wells leaking and they can not stop the water being polluted and the impact and risks increase exponentially with time and the number of wells drilled.
the treatment for the unimaginable amount of polluted water is an unsolved problem of the industry. Please help The territory I love this place it could have such a bright future for centuries to come. If I can
assist you in any way please let me know how Thank you from Jason

